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ABSTRACT
Physical Therapy Non-Treatment of the Acute Hospital Inpatient
by
Daniel Lee Young

Dr. Sheniz Moonie, Examination Committee Chair
Associate Professor of Epidemiology and Biostatistics
University of Nevada, Las Vegas
The detrimental effects of inactivity and mobility extend to the most ill and injured
patients in the acute hospital setting. Facilitating the activity and exercise of these most
critical patients often requires the skill and expertise of a physical therapist. When
physical therapists are involved in the care of hospital inpatients they experience
significant benefits; patients experience fewer secondary complications related to their
primary illness or injury, they spend less time in critical care units and less time in the
hospital overall, and when they leave they go to less restrictive environments and more
comfortable care settings. These known benefits can only occur when therapy is
provided. Scheduling patients for needed therapy often results in no therapy being
provided, termed non-treatment. It is documented that as many as 1 in 3 scheduled
therapy sessions in the acute hospital never occur. This phenomenon of non-treatment
is poorly described in the literature. In fact actual rates of non-treatment are only in 2
published reports and neither of these offer good evidence for the underlying cause.
Therefore, the purpose of this dissertation is to explore the non-treatment phenomenon
at two hospitals, describe the rates, therapist explanations, and associated factors
related to the patient, therapist, and environment. Non-treatment events were examined
for 4 years at one hospital and 6 months at the other. Statistical modeling with
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Generalized Estimating Equations was employed to quantify the association of variables
on non-treatment events. The findings from this dissertation suggest that the therapist
documented explanation for non-treatment events explains very little of its occurrence or
variability; however, the treating therapists, patient diagnoses, and staffing and
scheduling do significantly impact non-treatment.

Keywords: physical therapy, acute care, non-treatment, staffing, productivity
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CHAPTER 1

Physical Therapy and the Acute Hospital
Acute Hospital Environment and Limited Activity
The acute hospital is a care setting that has evolved to provide intensive and
specialized medical care. Despite known benefits of patient centered design on patient
outcomes, many facilities are designed for physicians and nurses to perform their work,
even if less optimal for patients.1 Examples of this are rooms centered on beds with
features to keep people lying down, poorly designed and unavailable chairs, medical
monitors and tubes that prevent movement, and few areas in which patients can walk
outside their rooms; all of these can be associated with functional declines in patients.2–8
In addition to the built environment of hospitals limiting patient mobility to their
detriment, hospital policies can also have negative effects. Frequently hospitals have
policies that discourage walking in favor of wheelchair transportation, alarms on furniture
to keep people sitting down, and devices and restraints of different varieties to
discourage and prevent movement. 9–14 Some of these policies exist to limit the risk of
injury due to falling, but often they are universally applied to patients that are at very low
fall risk.15–18
Another issue relating to limited activity in the hospital is a mindset that people
should stay in bed to rest. This is less frequently believed by health care providers, but
still commonly believed by patients and their families. Patients are not aware of the
benefits of appropriate levels and types of activity while in the acute hospital setting.19
The Acute Care Physical Therapist
A survey of members of the American Physical Therapy Association (APTA)
reported that 11% of physical therapists work primarily in the acute hospital setting
compared to over 50% of physical therapists that practice in an outpatient setting.20 It is
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not known what proportion of therapists from other settings practice in acute care on a
part time basis to supplement their full time work. Additionally, acute care physical
therapists that work full time in this setting, see as many or more patients in a typical
week than therapists practicing in any other setting.20
Functional mobility, being able to move in bed, stand up and sit down, and walk
about, are fundamental to carrying out normal life tasks and maintaining health in the
circulatory, pulmonary, and integumentary systems. People with illness or injury
significant enough to warrant hospitalization frequently have limited functional mobility.
Physical therapists are experts in providing skilled interventions to help facilitate
functional mobility for hospital inpatients.21 For the majority of patients seen in one study
there were three main rehabilitation treatment groups: neurological, musculoskeletal,
and cardiopulmonary.22 In fact, irrespective of medical diagnosis, more than 80% of the
patients seen by physical therapists in acute care settings have goals and interventions
related to functional mobility.21,23
In addition to directly providing functional mobility training, physical therapists in
the acute hospital must collect and analyze medical information that would inform the
application of physical therapy interventions. The acute hospital also requires that
physical therapists be proficient and efficient in communicating with other health care
providers to gain information, and communicating to provide information both to other
health care providers, patients and families.23 There is a greater need to collect and
quickly interpret medical information for decision making by acute care physical
therapists than physical therapists in other practice settings.23–26
Seniors in the hospital have unique attributes that make them particularly vulnerable
to not get enough exercise or activity. In addition to the hospital environment that has
been discussed, there are patient specific factors that have been associated with
functional decline. These factors include age, sociodemographic characteristics, pre-
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existing disability and disease states, dementia, anemia, pain, fear of falling, depression,
motivation, nutritional status, hydration, sedation, and polypharmacy.6,27
Despite all that is known about the benefits of activity, the barriers to activity, and the
skills that physical therapists bring to the care of patients in the hospital, responsibility for
activity and exercise in the hospital is not clear.16 The unique skills and training of a
physical therapist is not always required for patients to be more active; however,
sometimes other care providers are reluctant to encourage or facilitate patient activity.
Nurses and physicians may not feel that it is their responsibility, they may be fearful
about fall risk or titrating activity levels, or they may feel that they do not have the time to
help patients be more active.16
Finally, the acute hospital setting provides care for the most medically demanding
patients. When those medical issues no longer require that level of care, patients are
often not well enough or independent enough to return home. There are a myriad of less
medically intensive care settings to which a patient may be discharged including, longterm acute care, sub-acute care, acute rehabilitation, assisted living, home health, and
hospice. Often the functional ability of a patient is a qualifying factor in admission to one
of these levels of care. Physical therapists have demonstrated that they provide
important input regarding discharge destination of acute hospital patients.21,23,28,29
Benefits of Acute Care Physical Therapy
In addition to discharge destination and general mobility, other direct benefits are
observed when physical therapists are involved in the care of patients in the acute
hospital. When the discharge recommendations from physical therapists are followed
there is a lower readmission rate.30 Readmission occurs when a patient is discharged
before their conditions has been properly treated and must return for treatment of the
same medical problem. This is financially important for hospitals because the Centers for
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Medicare and Medicaid Services will reduce reimbursement to hospitals that have high
readmission rates.31
When patients receive physical therapy in the acute hospital setting significant
improvements in function and quality of life are observed. This effect exists for patients
who are seen early in critical care units or later in less intensive hospital care units as
well as for patients across many different medical conditions.18,32–43 One aspect of care
related to quality of life for patients and cost to hospitals is length of stay (LOS). In the
US, acute hospitalization is typically reimbursed in a prospective payment model that
involves a single payment based on the admitting diagnosis of the patient. Shorter LOS
is thus financially advantageous for hospitals. Provision of physical therapy in the acute
hospital has been associated with a decrease in LOS. 2,18,19,21,34,35,37,38,41,44–58
Challenges for Acute Care Physical Therapists
In addition to the hospital environment and the serious illness of this patient
population other barriers to physical therapy exist. In most hospitals, policies require the
physician overseeing the care of a patient to specifically request or at least consent to a
physical therapist working with one of their patients. Some physicians are simply not
aware of the evidence behind physical therapy practice in this setting. Interestingly,
orthopedic surgeons who have practiced for more than 20 years and paradoxically those
new to practice, are less likely to order therapy.59
Physical therapy is different than other medical treatment. In most other medical
interventions the patient is the passive recipient of care. While some passive physical
therapy treatments do exist, they are not often the ones needed for this inpatient
population. The closely monitored functional mobility, guided activity, and titrated
exercise provided to hospital inpatients by physical therapists, requires the active
participation of the patient. When feeling the effects of acute illness and injury, patients
may refuse to participate in therapy when it is offered.17
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In this dissertation, the overarching goal is to describe and explain the associated
factors of physical therapy non-treatment of hospital inpatients. Three different sets of
data were analyzed. The first data set (Chapter 2), addresses the occurrence of nontreatment in an academic medical center. The focus was on therapist-documented
reasons for non-treatment and the effect of an intervention, to change the non-treatment
rate. The second data set was obtained from a community hospital (Chapter 3) and
included additional information on the patient and scheduled sessions to further explain
non-treatment. The data were modeled to find associated factors of the patient and
session to explain non-treatment. The third data set (Chapter 4) came from the same
hospital as the second, but included additional information about the patient’s entire
episode of care, as well as data from a survey of the treating therapists. This third data
set was obtained to further explore the relationship between patient and therapist and
the effects of their characteristics on non-treatment.
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CHAPTER 2

Rates and Reasons for Patient Non-treatment in
Physical Therapy in an Acute Care Hospital.
Abstract: This was a retrospective analysis of therapist documentation from every patient
with orders for physical therapy in a Midwestern hospital over 4 years. Not all scheduled
physical therapy treatment sessions result in actual treatment in the acute care hospital.
Little is known regarding rates and reasons for patient non-treatment in physical therapy
in this setting. As physical therapy can impact patient outcomes and length of stay for
patients, a greater understanding is needed on the non-treatment phenomenon.
Objective: To describe rates and reasons for patient non-treatment in physical therapy in
an acute care hospital. Documentation regarding scheduled treatments, treatments not
administered (non-treatment), and the reasons for non-treatment were reviewed.
Reasons for non-treatment were grouped as follows: (1) patient refused, (2) patient
condition contraindicated therapy, (3) patient scheduling (patient was unavailable), (4)
insufficient staffing, (5) patient had been discharged from the hospital, (6) patient
expired, and (7) unknown. The average non-treatment rate was 15.3%. The most
common reasons were condition (37.8%), refused (27.6%), and scheduling (26.6%).
Non-treatment occurred in nearly one of seven scheduled therapy sessions with
potential negative consequences for patients, physical therapy departments and the
acute care hospitals in which they function. More research is needed to explore the
factors that contribute to non-treatment and to identify effective ways to reduce the rate
of non-treatment.
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INTRODUCTION
Just over 11% of physical therapists work primarily in an acute care hospital
setting; however, more than 28% spent some time working in an acute hospital.60,61 The
ability of physical therapists to contribute positively to health care delivery is predicated
on patient participation in physical therapy sessions, while there exists a lack of available
evidence on non-treatment in the acute hospital setting.21,62 To my knowledge there are
only two studies that report on physical therapy non-treatment in the acute hospital.21,62
These two studies reported non-treatment rates between 0.8% and 26% for scheduled
sessions, but were not focused on explaining the phenomenon.
In addition to the patient not receiving needed treatment, scheduled therapy
sessions that result in non-treatment take approximately 8 minutes each and the work
satisfaction of the physical therapist is reduced.21,62 Considering the potential impact on
the cost of health care when non-treatment occurs is an important consideration.
Beginning in 1983 the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS), formerly the
Health Care Financing Administration (HCFA) implemented a prospective payment
systems (PPS) for acute care hospitals through which Medicare pays for the care of a
patient based on the patient’s diagnosis in a lump sum, regardless of the individual
services provided to the patient.63 The average length of stay (LOS) for the patient in the
acute hospital is 4.6 days, at an average cost of $9,140 per patient or $1,987 per day.64
The PPS gives the physical therapy profession financial incentive to demonstrate results
if they want to continue providing care for hospital patients.65
The concluding argument to make for studying non-treatment is the potential
impact on patient outcomes. Studies have shown physical therapy reduces hospital
LOS,41,51,63,66 The principle theory being that physical therapy reduces deconditioning
brought on by bed rest and thus, or additionally, reduces secondary complications such
as functional weakness, blood clots, and pneumonia.48,67–69
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METHODS
The hospital from which the data were obtained was designated as a level-one
trauma center. This was hospital with six 30-bed nursing units with an average of 8 fulltime therapists needed to cover their caseload. The hospital used computer-based
documentation such that it could be queried and exported into a spreadsheet. In order
for the retrospective analysis to provide anonymity of the patients and therapists to the
researchers, the manager of the physical therapy department performed the data
extraction and de-identification. Microsoft Excel 2004* was used for the data
management and analysis. The data obtained represented all scheduled physical
therapy sessions during a 4-year span. The data were reviewed to obtain the number of
treatments scheduled, provided, not provided when scheduled, and the reasons for nontreatment.65
There were seven reasons that physical therapists used to explain a nontreatment event: unwillingness by the patient to participate (refuse), the patient having a
medical condition that contraindicated therapy (condition), the patient being occupied
with another healthcare provider or event (schedule), insufficient physical therapists
available (no PT), the patient being discharged before the therapist could attempt
treatment (D/C), the patient expiring before the attempt to treat (death), and finally a
reason was not documented or clear (unknown).
Reading the documentation of the therapists provided insight into each nontreatment event. As an example, the category condition may have indicated a
consultation verbally with a physician or nurse to determine that the patient was not well
enough to tolerate therapy, lab values outside acceptable limits, medical conditions such
as deep vein thrombosis or fracture, or patient nausea or unstable vital signs.

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
*

Microsoft Excel 2007; Microsoft, Seattle WA.
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The data obtained in this study represented individual encounters of one
therapist and one patient; however, specific therapists and patients could not be tracked
due to the way the data had been de-identified by the hospital. Additionally, total
scheduled treatments were not available for all months of data even while non-treatment
events were. Thus statistical comparisons to indicate significant change between months
or years were impossible to calculate, leaving only descriptive statistics for review.
One very interesting aspect of the data obtained was that it spanned a
department quality improvement/assurance project to reduce non-treatment by focusing
on refusal rate reduction. Beginning near the midpoint of the data set (chronologically)
each therapist was provided their individual refusal rate and asked to set goals for
reduction. The refusal rate was given to the therapists monthly and reviewed with their
supervisor throughout the second half of the time during which data were obtained. No
other category of non-treatment was tracked or given to the treating therapists as part of
the department project.

RESULTS
In total 103,946 scheduled treatment sessions were reviewed. Some of the data
were missing all scheduled sessions and only provided instances of non-treatment. The
most complete data sets were from 2004 and 2006 and these had average nontreatment rates of 14.3% and 13.9% respectively. Depending on the month, nontreatment rates ranged from 10.7% to 16.8% with an average throughout the four years
of 15.4%. Due to the large time period over which data were collected, a table with
seasonal values is presented first.
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Table 1. Mean frequency of scheduled treatments and non-treatments per seasonal
period, with mean percentage of non-treatment.
Mean Scheduled
Mean NonMean Percentage
Treatments
Treatments
Non-Treatment
Jan-Mar 2004
1587.00
204.67
12.9%
Apr-June 2004
1746.67
193
11.0%
July-Sept 2004
1866.33
235.67
12.6%
Oct-Dec 2004*
223.33
Jan-Mar 2005*
217.67
Apr-June 2005*
277.33
July-Sept 2005
2309.67
287
13.0%
Oct-Dec 2005
2574.33
329.33
13.4%
Jan-Mar 2006
2704.50
280
10.7%
Apr-June 2006
2733.33
284.33
10.7%
July-Sept 2006
2553.33
328.33
13.0%
Oct-Dec 2006*
410.67
Jan-Mar 2007
2549.33
425.67
16.8%
Apr-June 2007*
467
July-Sept 2007
2111.00
470.33
15.5%
*Scheduled visits were not tracked by the department during these time periods and
were thus not available for analysis.
The data revealed a mean of 1,587 scheduled treatments per month and a
12.9% non-treatment rate at the beginning of their time period. At the end of the time
period reviewed there were 2111 scheduled visits per month and the non-treatment rate
was 15.5%. Over the course of time, the mean number of scheduled visits increased as
much as 60.6% (1,587 to 2,549.33), and the non-treatment events increased 108.1%
(204.67 to 425.67). A commensurate rise occurred in the mean rate of patients not seen
from 12.9% at the beginning to 16.8% near the end. When the data were not averaged
based on season but rather plotted monthly, the variability is increased, but still followed
the same pattern as shown by Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Trends of average total scheduled treatments and average non-treatments
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The monthly mean for the therapist documented reasons for non-treatment as a
proportion of total non-treatment events are shown in Table 2. Initially, refuse, condition,
and schedule categories were the largest at 33.4%, 32.7%, and 24.1%. These three
categories remained at similar values until the spring of 2006 when the frequency for the
refuse category began to drop while condition and schedule categories both rose. This
fall in refuse and rise in condition and schedule continued for the remainder of the
months in the data. During the last 4 months of data collected, condition was 45.7%,
schedule 34.1%, and refuse 16.7% of non-treatment events. Therapist documentation of
non-treatment events in categories D/C, no PT, unknown, and death was very rare.
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Table 2. Monthly average proportion of each reason for non-treatment
Cond
D/C
No PT Refuse Sched
Unk

Death

Jan-Mar 2004

32.7%

8.3%

0.1%

33.4%

24.1%

1.2%

0.2%

Apr-Jun 2004

33.5%

5.9%

1.7%

38.4%

20.3%

0.1%

0.1%

Jul-Sept 2004

30.5%

7.0%

1.1%

34.7%

26.5%

0.3%

0.0%

Oct-Dec 2004

35.1%

2.9%

1.2%

39.7%

21.0%

0.0%

0.2%

Jan-Mar 2005

39.6%

5.0%

0.9%

32.8%

19.4%

2.0%

0.2%

Apr-Jun 2005

39.3%

6.4%

0.6%

29.9%

21.3%

2.4%

0.0%

Jul-Sept 2005

33.1%

10.3%

0.7%

36.6%

19.1%

0.1%

0.1%

Oct-Dec 2005

37.6%

6.1%

1.2%

32.5%

21.4%

1.1%

0.1%

Jan-Mar 2006

41.5%

8.2%

1.3%

23.6%

24.6%

0.6%

0.1%

Apr-Jun 2006

33.2%

8.4%

2.1%

30.2%

24.5%

1.3%

0.2%

Jul-Sept 2006

35.1%

8.4%

1.8%

22.6%

31.9%

0.1%

0.1%

Oct-Dec 2006

35.1%

8.7%

0.5%

24.0%

31.3%

0.2%

0.3%

Jan-Mar 2007

38.1%

6.4%

1.4%

22.9%

29.5%

1.6%

0.1%

Apr-Jun 2007

43.5%

3.8%

1.3%

18.2%

31.9%

1.1%

0.1%

Jul-Sept 2007

45.3%

1.9%

0.7%

21.0%

30.0%

0.9%

0.0%

Oct-Dec 2007

40.5%

4.6%

0.9%

19.9%

32.8%

1.1%

0.2%

Jan-Mar 2008

41.3%

1.7%

0.4%

19.3%

36.1%

1.1%

0.1%

Apr-July 2008

45.7%

1.4%

0.8%

16.7%

34.1%

1.2%

0.2%

*Bolded values are two highest percentages per period of time.

Figure 2 displays the mean monthly proportion for each of the non-treatment
categories from the beginning to the end of the data set in six-month periods. This chart
shows clearly the increase in the condition and schedule categories while the refusal
category was decreasing. When the time periods before and after the department project
to reduce refusal were examined separately it appeared that the trend did not begin until
after the department project for these changes (see Figures 3 & 4). Finally, the overall
rate of non-treatment did not decrease even though there was a large drop in in the
therapist-documented occurrence of refusal, but rather went up over the time covered by
the data.
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Figure 2. Trends in reasons for non-treatment over the entire data set.
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Figure 3. Trends in reasons for non-treatment prior to the department project to reduce
refusal.
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Figure 4. Trends of reasons for non-treatment after the department project to reduce
refusal.
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DISCUSSION
In this study we investigated both the rate of non-treatment and the therapist
documented reasons for non-treatment at a single hospital. The increase in patient load
over the time covered by the data did not result in additional physical therapy staff to
treat the additional patients. Since there was a rise in the rate of non-treatment we
expected the categories of no PT and scheduling to account for that rise; however, the
two categories receiving the greatest percentage increase were scheduling and
condition. Either an increased patient load does not affect non-treatment in [no PT and
scheduling], or therapists are reluctant to admit they miss treating patients due to limited
staffing. 65
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One of the most interesting results in the data was the drop in refusals without a
concurrent drop in the overall non-treatment rate. In fact as the rate of refusals declined,
scheduling and condition rates increased. There was pressure from hospital
administration to during the period from which the data were obtained for physical
therapists to provide more billable treatment per day. In response to this the physical
therapy department leaders presented therapists with their refusal rate and asked them
to lower the rate. A decrease in refusals was observed to coincide with this effort;
however, overall rates of non-treatment actually worsened. Either physical therapists
changed their documentation or there were actually fewer refusals and more sick busy
patients. In the course of a day, attempting to provide treatment to any given patient may
require several visits to the patient’s room. Thus, it may be that therapists have more
than one valid reason they were unable to treat that patient and are able to pick the one
reason that seems most significant. It is also possible that with the administrative
pressure on a physical therapist, they documented a scheduling conflict or a condition
that contraindicated therapy, even if the actual encounter may have been best described
as a refusal.
The most frequently documented reason for non-treatment was patient condition;
the frequency even increased over the time the data were collected. Interestingly, at this
hospital, physical therapy was automatically requested for patients with a diagnosis of
cardiothoracic surgery or trauma at the time of admission. Occasionally patients are
actually too ill for activity and exercise for the first couple of days in the acute hospital. If
the physical therapist with these early referrals documented non-treatment from the day
of admission until therapy was appropriate the number could have been inflated. As
medical records become fully electronic and available in multiple places and formats it
should improve therapists efficiency at gathering data on lab values and diagnostic test
results before attempting to see a patient. Electronic medical records should also
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facilitate triage of appropriateness for therapy by a manager, prior to assignment of
patients to therapists’ schedules.62
This study was strengthened by the large number of scheduled sessions
obtained over a period of four years. While statistical significance was not calculated,
visual comparisons and trends between months, seasons, and years were telling. It is
likely that individual patients and therapists contributed to the data unequally and it was
impossible to adjust for this impact. It is also valuable to have non-treatment events
categorized into specific groups, allowing others to use them in the future. Another
limitation was that the data were collected from a single hospital.
Future research focused on changing non-treatment occurrence could be guided
by the categories described. For example, the refused category could be improved by
including the patient in the goal-setting process, empowering the patient, and
implementing motivational programs since these have all been shown to improve patient
participation and performance in outpatient and rehabilitation settings. 70–73 Similar
suggestions for other reasons of non-treatment could be made; however, noting what
happened at this hospital with refusal, any effort to change one category of nontreatment must prompt caution in the researcher that non-treatment is not simply shifted
to another category. Future research to explain the phenomenon of non-treatment would
certainly want to include characteristics of both patients (age, diagnosis, prior experience
with physical therapy, etc) and therapists (age relative to patient, level of education, time
in practice, acute setting experience, etc). These data would facilitate the development
of a model to predict non-treatment likelihood allowing focus for future studies on
methods to reduce non-treatment based on those identified factors.
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CONCLUSIONS
This study reported an average non-treatment rate of 15.3% representing roughly
1 of every 7 scheduled treatments. The most common therapist documented reasons for
non-treatment related to patients being too sick, busy with other health care providers, or
simply refusing to engage in therapy. Administrative attempts to reduce non-treatment in
one category alone did not reduce overall non-treatment events. More research is
needed to explain and help predict non-treatment in the acute hospital.

!
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CHAPTER 3

Factors affecting participation in the second session of
physical therapy in the acute hospital setting

Abstract: In acute care hospitals, scheduled physical therapy visits not resulting in
treatment may increase patient length of stay and the financial burden to the hospital.
Previous literature has not fully evaluated the occurrence of these events, nor have any
associated factors been identified. The purpose of this study was to describe nontreatment events in an acute hospital and model non-treatment to determine which
factors are most likely to predict a non-treatment event. This study was a retrospective
review of documentation at a suburban hospital. Data were collected from records of
1,084 patients for their second scheduled session of physical therapy. The rate of nontreatment was calculated based on several variables. Logistic regression was used to
evaluate the odds of scheduled therapy visits resulting in no treatment with covariates of:
therapist, patient age, patient gender, day of the week, and patient diagnosis. The nontreatment rate for all scheduled second sessions was 15.04%. Therapist documentation
for non-treatment indicated 39% were for unknown reasons, 26% were due to the
patients’ medical condition, 15% were due to the patients’ refusal to participate, and 11%
were due to insufficient staffing. Individual therapists had non-treatment rates ranging
from 0%, to 20%; 37.9% of non-treatment events did not have documentation indicating
which therapist attempted treatment. Sunday had the poorest non-treatment rate
(26.26%) and Tuesday had the best (6.98%). There was a wide range of non-treatment
rates among patients with different diagnosis ranging from 7.23% for those with
musculoskeletal diagnoses to 22.69% for those with a Pulmonary diagnosis. Therapist
documented, reasons for non-treatment were most often based on patient condition or
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patient willingness to participate; however different therapists had a wide range of nontreatment rates, indicating that the therapist may have influence on how often these
reasons result in non-treatment. Patients with pulmonary diagnosis were significantly
more likely to experience non-treatment than patients with neurological, musculoskeletal,
or genitourinary/renal diagnosis. This may be reflective of the impact these diagnosis
have on activity and exercise. Complete documentation of all scheduled sessions
including which therapist attempted treatment will improve understanding non-treatment.
Future studies should consider all scheduled sessions and other variables related to the
therapist.
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INTRODUCTION
Physical therapy services are provided to patients with a broad spectrum of
debilitating conditions in a wide variety of settings, including acute care hospitals. In this
setting, physical therapy intervention focused on functional activities has been shown to
optimize patient recovery, shorten length of stay (LOS), and facilitate discharge to a
less restrictive environment.21,32,46,47,51,52,66,74,75 There have been several methods
discussed in the literature for improving care outcomes based on changes in PT
services. The most common of these is initiation of weekend therapy, which appears
beneficial both in terms of health outcomes and reducing LOS across a variety of
patients when compared to treatment five days per week.51,52,74
Other programs have included early mobilization in the intensive care unit (ICU)
through implementation of specific care teams1 and increasing PT staffing in critical care
units.75 These changes improved patients’ functional mobility while decreasing both the
patient’s LOS in the ICU and their total LOS in the hospital.66,75 A 2009 Cochrane review
evaluating the effects of exercise for acutely hospitalized elderly patients concluded that
with individualized exercise programs, patients may expect a one day reduction in
LOS.46 This shortened LOS reduced operating costs by $278.65 per patient when
compared to usual care. Poor patient participation in therapy has been associated with a
negative impact on both functional outcomes and LOS in non-acute hospital settings,41
and may be influenced by patient driven factors.76 In the inpatient rehabilitation setting,
Lenze et al demonstrated that patients who participated poorly in therapy were able to
achieve comparable outcomes as their controls, but required three additional days to do
so.41 Additionally, not all scheduled therapy sessions result in the provision of therapy
services.65
An analysis of changes in hospital costs from 1992 to 1995 revealed that
decreased LOS explained 97 percent of the reduction in hospital costs per patient
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discharge.77 The authors attributed this change to shifting the burden of care to others
health care settings, but neglected to suggest how the shorter LOS was achieved while
maintaining acceptable patient outcomes. Holt and Winograd attributed part of this
reduction in LOS to increased utilization of PT services.63 They reported that referral to
PT increased under prospective payment reimbursement, consistent with another
study.78 Additionally, this increase in PT referral was associated with shorter LOS and
fewer PT sessions per patient when compared to pre-PPS numbers.63 It is important to
consider the impact non-treatment would have on LOS and overall health care costs.
There are many factors that may contribute to scheduled visits resulting in nontreatment; however, there is currently a paucity of evidence regarding this topic. Jette et
al described PT practice in three acute care hospitals, each of which reported nontreatment rates of 26.5%, 15.6%, and 15.9%.21 In these hospitals, the average time lost
per attempted session that did not result in treatment (non-treatment event) was
estimated to be eight minutes per therapist. Therefore, one potential method for
improving outcomes related to provision of PT services is to minimize the number
scheduled therapy sessions in which treatment does not occur.
Young et al reported on a quality improvement project at an acute care hospital
in which the physical therapy department attempted to reduce non-treatment.65 In this
hospital, the overall non-treatment rate was 15.3%. The department sought to reduce
this rate by focusing on patient refusal of therapy. Therapists in the department were
asked to reduce their refusal rates and their progress was tracked for over two years.
These data were compared to the non-treatment rates for the two years prior to this
initiative. They observed that refusal rates did drop, but that the overall rate of nontreatment remained nearly constant. They concluded that this phenomenon needed
more study to be understood.
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If factors predictive of non-treatment could be identified, this information could be
used by providers to identify scheduled treatments at high-risk for resulting in nontreatment and modify their approach to improve the likelihood of scheduled treatment
resulting in actual treatment. Hospital administrators would also find this information
useful when making decisions regarding staffing and hospital policy.
Without previous research to guide the study of factors associated with nontreatment, easily obtainable and logically associated variables should be considered
first. Items such as patient age, patient gender, and patient diagnosis may influence a
patient’s medical severity and response to a request for exercise. The day of the week
on which a therapy session is scheduled can influence the availability of therapists and
patients attitudes about therapy and exercise. Which therapist attempts care with any
particular patient is likely the most important factor when evaluating the non-treatment
phenomenon. The interpersonal interactions between people with both verbal and nonverbal communication certainly influence the success or failure of a scheduled session.
In this study, non-treatment rate, or the rate of scheduled visits not resulting in treatment,
was examined in light of patient age, gender, diagnosis, day of the week, and which
therapist attempted care. The purpose of this study was to measure and describe the
rate of non-treatment.

METHODS
Facility and Subjects
Data were collected retrospectively from the charting at a suburban hospital in
the Southwest United States. This was a 454-bed hospital with a physical therapy staff
consisting of 8 full-time and 16 per diem therapists, 2 full-time physical therapy
assistants (PTA), and 3 full-time aides. Weekday staffing typically required 6 PTs, 2
PTAs and 2 aides. Weekends saw a 20-35% reduction in therapist-hours. The typical
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Medicare patient had an average LOS of 4.3 days in this facility. From physical therapist
documentation, data were obtained on 1,084 patients, 587 (54.2 %) females and 497
(45.9%) males. Adult mean age was 68.9 years (SD=17.85). Inclusion criteria were that
patients be admitted to the hospital and have at least two scheduled physical therapist
(no PTA or aid sessions were analyzed) sessions (including the evaluation) as an
inpatient; there were no exclusion criteria. The University of Nevada, Las Vegas
institutional review board, approved the study.
The provision of physical therapy services at this hospital was directly organized
by a lead physical therapist. This therapist arrived before the others to organize and
allocate patients at the beginning of each day. Referrals for new patients came to the
physical therapy department through an electronic notification system from each nursing
unit. Each physical therapist was assigned approximately eight patients per day with a
mix of treatment and evaluation sessions. Once these morning assignments were made
each therapist decided how to organize and schedule their patients for the day. During
the day, new evaluations were given to the therapist working in the area of that patient.
The department used a paper ‘card’ to track each patient. These cards were not
part of the medical record but were used for note taking throughout a patients stay.
Information on the front of the card included patient demographic and evaluation
information such as diagnosis and goals. The back of the card included brief notation of
the daily care provided to the patient. Therapists at the hospital were encouraged to
keep the cards updated to facilitate ease of communication between treating therapists,
but the formal medical record was always the ultimate location for information about
patient management and the cards did not contain all the information of the full medical
record.
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Data Collection and Interpretation Procedures
The research team was composed of individuals that are not affiliated with the
hospital; one faculty member and two graduate students. These three individuals
performed all data extraction, analysis, and manuscript preparation. The lead inpatient
therapist at the hospital was consulted for information about hospital process and
procedure. The lead inpatient therapist was not directly involved in data extraction,
analysis, or manuscript preparation.
The hospital risk management department would not allow the research team
access to the formal medical record, but would allow access to the handwritten therapistgenerated cards, previously described. Data for this study were extracted from these
cards. In addition to descriptive statistics, binary logistic regression modeling was used
for modeling the second scheduled session per patient. Scheduled session number two,
was selected for use in the modeling because this allowed us to exclude the first
session, which was always a successful encounter (there were no documented nontreatment encounters for the first visit). All data reflect the results of the second
scheduled therapy session by a physical therapist, with any individual patient.
Overall non-treatment rates were calculated by dividing the total number of visits
that did not result in treatment by the total number of scheduled treatment sessions. For
each patient, the plan of care may have included twice or three times daily scheduled
treatment. Occasionally the documentation did not clearly separate these different
sessions occurring in a single day. When this occurred on one of the second sessions of
interest, and it was not clear what had happened, the patient was not included for
analysis.
The therapist-documented reason for each event of non-treatment was also
collected. If there was no reason for non-treatment specified, or no documentation when
a session was scheduled, the reason was coded as “Unknown.” “Refusal” was used
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when it was clear the patient refused treatment for that encounter. In cases where
documentation indicated the patient refused treatment due to their condition, the failed
encounter was coded as “Medical condition” rather than “Refusal.” If a medical hold was
placed on a patient and documented, those encounters were also counted as “Medical
condition.” If a patient was noted to be unavailable due to additional testing or treatments
with other health care providers, the non-treatment event was categorized as
“Scheduling conflict.” “Insufficient staff” was used when either it was stated as such on
the record or when the therapist documentation indicated a high patient load or not
having enough time to see all patients. Other infrequently used categories were “Already
discharged” and “Patient death.”
Patient diagnosis was determined by the primary medical diagnosis. If multiple
diagnoses were listed, the diagnosis thought to most likely contribute to the patient’s
current condition was used. For example, a patient with a diagnosis of chest pain may
have been experiencing musculoskeletal or gastrointestinal symptoms rather than
cardiovascular.63 Such instances were coded after review of as much information from
the documentation as possible to obtain confidence by the research team. Any
diagnoses that could not be clearly classified with the charted information were classified
as “Other.”
Data Analysis
All data were analyzed using SAS 9.3. Descriptive statistics included rates of
non-treatment for different tracked variables, calculated by dividing the number of nontreatment events and dividing by the total number of scheduled events. Binary logistic
regression was used to model treatment outcome (yes or no) for scheduled second
sessions. Two models were created. One included all scheduled second sessions,
including those for which the therapist was unknown. In this model which therapist
attempted treatment was not included as a covariate due to the high number of non-
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treatment events by unknown therapists. The second model included the therapist as a
covariate but excluded all sessions for which an unknown therapist attempted the
treatment. Other covariates included in the modeling were: patient age, patient gender,
patient diagnosis, and day of the week on which treatment was scheduled. The sessions
for which data were missing in the categories of therapist reduced the total number of
sessions included for the second model to 1012. Descriptive results and the first model
reflect data from 1084 encounters.

RESULTS
The non-treatment rate for all scheduled, second sessions was 15.04%. Among
these non-treatment events, therapist documentation indicated 26% were due to the
patients’ medical condition, 15% were due to the patients’ refusal to participate, and 11%
were due to insufficient staffing in the physical therapy department. Notably, over 39% of
non-treatment occurrences did not have documentation on the tracking card indicating
the reason for the missed session (Figure 1).
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Figure 5. Proportion of scheduled sessions resulting in non-treatment, grouped by
therapist-documented reasons for the non-treatment.
Scheduling!
Death,!0.62!
Con?lict,!6.17!

Low!
Staf?ing,!
11.73!

Refused,!15.43!

Medical!Condition,!
26.54!

Unknown,!39.51!

Individual therapists had non-treatment rates ranging from zero, to 20%; the
busiest therapist, with 176 scheduled sessions, had a non-treatment rate of 6.82%. Also
of note, the tracking cards did not indicate which therapist attempted treatment in 37.9%
of non-treatment events (Table 3).
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Table 3. Non-treatment rate for each therapist ordered from highest non-treatment rate
to lowest non-treatment rate.
Treatment
No

Yes

Non-treatment
Rate

Unknown

54

18

75.0%

13

1

4

20.0%

11

9

38

19.2%

7

15

65

18.8%

20

13

62

17.3%

16

1

5

16.7%

5

6

42

12.5%

15

7

49

12.5%

3

8

57

12.3%

12

7

55

11.3%

1

11

96

10.3%

2

6

56

9.7%

17

1

11

8.3%

6

4

50

7.4%

4

12

164

6.8%

18

1

14

6.7%

14

1

17

5.6%

23

1

19

5.0%

10

1

19

5.0%

8

2

39

4.9%

9

0

7

0.0%

22

0

25

0.0%

19

0

5

0.0%

21

0

1

0.0%

24

0

2

0.0%

Therapist #

For all session 2 scheduled sessions, Sunday had the poorest non-treatment rate
(26.26%) and Tuesday had the best (6.98%) (Table 4); however, when encounters were
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removed for which no therapist was listed, the highest non-treatment rate based on the
day of week was Monday instead of Sunday (Table 5).
Table 4. Non-treatment rate based on day of the week for all scheduled second
sessions.
Treatment
Non-treatment
Day
Rate
No
Yes
Sunday

47

132

26.26%

Monday

25

98

20.33%

Tuesday

9

120

6.98%

Wednesday

23

141

14.02%

Thursday

20

167

10.70%

Friday

24

154

13.48%

Saturday

15

109

12.10%

Total

163

921

15.04%

Table 5. Non-treatment rate based on day of the week for scheduled second sessions
with a known therapist.
Treatment
Non-treatment
Day
Rate
No
Yes
Sunday

14

130

9.72%

Monday

21

97

17.8%

Tuesday

9

117

7.14%

Wednesday

19

137

12.18%

Thursday

18

165

9.84%

Friday

18

153

10.53%

Saturday

10

104

8.77%

Total

109

903

10.77%

Mean patient age within each diagnosis group and according to treatment or nontreatment is presented in Table 6. There was no clear pattern of non-treatment based on
age and diagnosis with 5 diagnosis categories having younger patients more frequently
missing treatment and 4 categories in which the non-treatment group was older.
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Table 6. Age characteristics of patients by diagnosis and treatment success for all
scheduled second sessions.
Age
Diagnosis
Cardiovascular
Pulmonary
Neurological
Gastrointestinal
Musculoskeletal
Oncological
Genitourinary
Infectious disease
Other

Treatment

Mean

SD

Min

Max

No

69.9

16.0

29

97

Yes

72.6

15.5

18

99

No

75.6

12.5

42

95

Yes

70.7

12.9

29

96

No

60.7

18.6

16

95

Yes

69.7

15.7

24

93

No

69.4

10.2

46

84

Yes

73.6

12.7

27

99

No

70.9

18.6

13

89

Yes

67.7

16.9

10

97

No

74.7

13.9

50

88

Yes

63.7

17.0

11

85

No

60.4

17.3

26

82

Yes

70.3

15.9

16

97

No

61.6

18.2

38

82

Yes

65.9

19.9

14

94

No

67.1

12.8

33

91

Yes

73.2

12.4

31

93

Both models (with and without therapist as a covariate) revealed that none of the
covariate categories were significantly associated with non-treatment overall; however,
there were significant differences within categories when comparing days of the week as
well as when comparing patient diagnosis. Results from both models for the covariates
‘day of the week’ and ‘diagnosis’ are presented in Tables 7 and 8.
For model 1 (not including therapist) an odds ratio of 0.350 (95% confidence
interval (CI) = .14 to .87), comparing non-treatment between Sunday and Tuesday
indicates a significantly better non-treatment rate on Tuesday. Thus, it can be said that
when controlling for patient age, patient gender, and patient diagnosis, the odds of non-
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treatment for a scheduled session on Tuesday were 65% less than the odds of nontreatment on Sunday.
Table 7. Results from Model 1. Values for day of the week were adjusted by patient age,
patient gender, and patient diagnosis. Diagnosis values were adjusted by day of the
week on which treatment was scheduled, patient age, and patient gender.
95% Confidence Interval
Lower
Upper

OR
Day
Sunday
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday
Diagnosis
Cardiovascular
Pulmonary
Neurological
Gastrointestinal
Musculoskeletal
Oncological
Integumentary
Genitourinary
Infectious Dz
OBGYN
Neonatal
Endocrine
Other

1.195
0.350
0.680
0.498
0.590
0.380

Reference
0.552
0.141
0.321
0.227
0.276
0.155

2.584
0.867
1.439
1.093
1.261
0.930

1.493
0.877
1.037
0.609
1.471
0.716
0.678
1.435
3.215
0.223
0.314
1.252

Reference
0.765
1.845
0.513
0.288
0.538
0.085
0.272
0.421
0.222
0.010
0.021
0.605

2.907
0.417
2.096
1.290
4.016
6.024
1.686
4.878
47.619
4.878
4.673
2.584

For model 2 (including therapist), an odds ratio of 3.06 comparing Monday to
Tuesday (95% (CI) = 1.30 to 7.21) also revealed a significantly better non-treatment rate
on Tuesday. Stated another way, the odds of non-treatment for a session scheduled on
Monday were 3.06 times the odds for one scheduled on Tuesday when controlling for
therapist, patient age, patient gender, and patient diagnosis.
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Table 8. Results from Model 2. Day of the week values were adjusted by therapist,
patient age, patient gender, and patient diagnosis. Diagnosis values were adjusted by
therapist, day of the week on which treatment was scheduled, patient age, and patient
gender.
95% Confidence Interval
OR
Lower
Upper
Day
Sunday
Reference
Monday
2.294
0.929
5.681
Tuesday
0.751
0.274
2.058
Wednesday
1.395
0.576
3.378
Thursday
0.997
0.396
2.506
Friday
1.026
0.41
2.571
Saturday
0.889
0.307
2.571
Diagnosis
Cardiovascular
Reference
Pulmonary
1.859
0.926
3.731
Neurological
0.756
0.323
1.773
Gastrointestinal
1.096
0.515
2.331
Musculoskeletal
0.651
0.288
1.471
Oncological
1.524
0.55
4.237
Integumentary
0.705
0.083
5.952
Genitourinary
0.612
0.215
1.736
Infectious Dz
1.381
0.358
5.319
OBGYN
2.890
0.2
41.667
Neonatal
<0.001
<0.001
>999.99
Endocrine
<0.001
<0.001
>999.99
Other
1.548
0.726
3.300
Considering non-treatment rates for patients with different diagnosis, unadjusted
values are presented in Table 9. For model 1 (not including therapist) an odds ratio of
2.45 (95% CI = 1.11 to 5.40), comparing non-treatment rates between patients with
pulmonary and musculoskeletal diagnosis indicates a significantly better non-treatment
rate for patients with musculoskeletal conditions. Again stated another way, when
controlling for patient age, patient gender, and patient diagnosis, the odds of nontreatment for a person with a pulmonary diagnosis were 2.45 times the odds of nontreatment for a patient with a musculoskeletal diagnosis.
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Table 9. Non-treatment rates for all scheduled second sessions by patient diagnosis.
Treatment
Non-treatment
Diagnosis
Rate
No
Yes
Cardiovascular

23

163

12.37%

Pulmonary

27

92

22.69%

Neurological

17

91

15.74%

Gastrointestinal

21

101

17.21%

Musculoskeletal

17

218

7.23%

Oncological

6

32

15.79%

Genitourinary

9

71

11.25%

Infectious disease

5

22

18.52%

Other

24

129

15.69%

Total

163

921

15.04%

From model 2 (including therapist), the non-treatment rate of patients with a
pulmonary diagnosis had estimated odds ratios of 2.46 (CI = 1.02 to 5.92), 2.86 (CI =
1.25 to 6.54), and 3.04 (CI = 1.05 to 8.78) when compared to neurological,
musculoskeletal and genitourinary/renal diagnosis respectively. Stated another way, the
estimated odds of non-treatment for a session scheduled with a patient having
pulmonary diagnosis was 3.04 times the estimated odds for one scheduled with a patient
having a musculoskeletal diagnosis, when controlling for therapist, patient age, patient
gender, and day of the week.

DISCUSSION
This study helps to describe non-treatment in the acute hospital setting. The
overall non-treatment rate for the second scheduled visit was 15.04%. This rate was
similar to previous studies that reported rates of 15.3%, 15.6%, 15.9% and 26.5%.21,65
The unadjusted data on non-treatment rates based on day of the week showed Sunday
having the poorest treatment rate and Tuesday having the best treatment rate. However,
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when the sessions without a known therapist were removed, Monday had the poorest
treatment rate. Patients with pulmonary diagnosis had the highest rate of non-treatment.
Additionally, "Unknown," "Medical condition" and "Refusal" were the most common
therapist documented reasons for non-treatment.
Modeling non-treatment, when only including sessions with a known therapist,
did not show any variable group to be predictive of a non-treatment event overall. While
there were significant differences in the non-treatment rates when comparing different
days of the week and different patient diagnosis, patient age, gender, diagnosis, day of
the week, as well as which therapist attempted treatment, did not significantly predict
non-treatment events overall. There are two likely reasons for this finding. First, there
may be variables that were not measured directly enough in this study that would more
strongly predict non-treatment. Second, in these data there were a large number of nontreatment events that could not be included in the model, as there was no documented
therapist with which to associate the attempt. Given the large range of therapist nontreatment rates, it is likely that more accurate or detailed information about the therapists
would help better predict non-treatment.
The results from this study regarding therapist documented reasons for nontreatment are also comparable to those in a previous study by Young et al.65 In their
study, "Medical Condition," "Refusal" and "Scheduling Conflict" were consistently the
highest reasons for non-treatment. "Medical Condition" and "Refusal" were often
reasons given for non-treatment in this study, but "Unknown" was the most common.
This is likely due to therapists in this study frequently not reporting a reason if no
treatment occurred, while therapists in their study were required to document a reason.
However, the wide range in therapist non-treatment rates in this study suggests that
different therapists are able to influence these apparently patient centered factors. This
conclusion is supported in another study.65
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As previously mentioned, results from this study indicate that overall categories
of patient age, diagnosis, day of the week, and gender do not predict a non-treatment
event. Another study attempting to predict participation in outpatient cardiac
rehabilitation did report that older patients and female patients tended to participate less
than their younger, male counterparts.79 They found that women were 55% less likely to
participate than men, and persons 70 years or older were 77% less likely to participate
than persons younger than 60. The authors, however, attributed this finding to a lower
rate of physician referrals for females and elderly persons to cardiac rehabilitation.
Different hospitals may still wish to consider the potential for age and gender to impact
participation in physical therapy.
The results in this study did not show that the therapist who attempted treatment
had a significant impact on non-treatment rate. However, in educational research it has
been demonstrated that a teacher's expectations of how students will perform may
influence that student's behavior.80,81 It would seem reasonable that a physical
therapist's expectations of their patient may also affect patient participation. A therapist's
preconceived notion about a patients’ willingness to participate has the potential to
influence the outcome. In this study a large proportion of non-treatment events were not
attributable to a specific therapist due to missing documentation on the tracking cards.
This likely influenced the results and made it impossible to detect a difference between
therapists and their effect on non-treatment.
Not finding a significant result for predicting non-treatment based on therapist
could be an example of a Type II error, failing to detect a difference when one really
does exist. Almost 34% of the non-treatment events could not be attributed to a specific
therapist and the known range of non-treatment rates among therapists was less than
5% to 20%. These two findings would strongly suggest that the therapist does have an
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effect on non-treatment but this effect could not be detected in these data. The influence
of different therapists on non-treatment needs further study.
One aim of this study was to create a model to predict non-treatment; however,
the two models only explained about 5% of the variation in non-treatment events. The
large number of non-treatment events, missing data regarding the therapist that
attempted treatment, help to explain this low value. There may also be other factors
influencing non-treatment such as physical therapist age, gender and experience,
patient and therapist expectations, values and beliefs, patient or therapist motivation,
cognition levels, objective ratings of the severity of patients’ medical conditions, and
environmental factors such as lighting and room size.
The days of the week having the lowest and highest treatment rates were
surprising based on the inclusion or exclusion of sessions where the therapist was
unknown. Weekend days would be expected to have the highest non-treatment rates
since they is the most common days for physical therapy departments to be
understaffed.39,74 In this hospital, the manager estimated that total therapist hours on
Sunday were 34% below the average for the rest of the week. However, Monday had the
lowest treatment rate among known therapists. This points to weekend therapists having
a large effect on the hospital non-treatment rate. Additionally, it should be remembered
that this rate is for the second visit only, and third, fourth, or fifth scheduled sessions
may have different rates.
The fact that the non-treatment rate on Tuesday was so much lower than
average, when unknown therapists were or were not included, was somewhat
unexpected; however, according to a manager’s estimate, the total number of therapist
hours worked on Tuesday was likely higher than the average for other days by 6%. This
would be expected to reduce non-treatment caused by low staffing. It may also have
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provided therapists peace of mind knowing that they had the time they needed to see all
their patients and more effort could be applied to each scheduled encounter.
One challenge in this study was the interpretation of handwritten documentation.
As previously described, some judgments had to be made regarding the prescribed
frequency of treatment for certain patients and the categorization of diagnoses. While
many patients were easily classifiable into one of the diagnosis groups, this was not
always true. Using the admit diagnoses listed on the tracking cards reduced specificity
and ignored consideration of secondary diagnoses. However, the level of detail available
on the tracking cards used for the study did not allow for more specific information to be
included about patient condition.
Because these data were gathered from one hospital, the generalizability to other
hospitals and settings may be limited. This was a suburban community hospital and
other hospitals therapist and patient populations would be different. Additionally, only a
patient's second scheduled treatment was available for analysis. According to a
department manager, patients at this hospital had an average of five scheduled
treatments and not an insignificant number of patients had ten or more scheduled
treatments. Only including the second scheduled visit likely influenced these findings. If
analysis for all visits were conducted, different results may have been obtained.

CONCLUSIONS
For this study, the second session non-treatment rate was 15.04%. Patients seen
on Tuesday had the lowest rates of non-treatment while those seen on Sunday had the
highest rates of non-treatment. Also, patients with a musculoskeletal diagnosis were less
likely to experience non-treatment than patients with other diagnosis. Implementing
measures to improve treatment rates based on day of the week or patient diagnosis may
improve overall treatment rates. Good documentation of treatment outcome, successful
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or not, is needed in order to better describe the non-treatment phenomenon. Future
research measuring other factors that could influence non-treatment is needed to better
predict events of non-treatment.
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CHAPTER 4

Patient and Therapist Factors affecting participation in
Physical Therapy in the Acute Hospital Setting

Abstract: Recent research demonstrates the benefits of early and continued physical
therapy for patients in the acute hospital. Despite these known benefits, non-treatment
regularly occurs. Most reported rates for this non-treatment phenomenon are in the
range of 1 in 7 to 1 in 5 scheduled therapy sessions. Understanding non-treatment with
more clarity with regard to when and why it occurs is fundamental to future interventions
to reduce it and provide patients with needed services. The purpose of this study was to
describe non-treatment and associated attributes of the patient, physical therapist and
environment on its occurrence at a single suburban community hospital. The average
patient received just over 6 therapy sessions. The therapists at this hospital participating
in the study were equally gendered, mostly non-white, and worked full time at this
hospital. The non-treatment rate among different therapists ranged from 5.4% to 23.2%.
The non-treatment rate was 1.3% on the first scheduled session and was nearly 20%
over the next 20 scheduled sessions. Over 30% of non-treatment events were not
attributable to a specific therapist. Patients were much less likely to experience nontreatment if scheduled for therapy on Tuesday or if they were in the hospital for a
musculoskeletal condition. Sunday had a particularly high rate of non-treatment. The
frequently missing information regarding which therapist was associated with nontreatment events made it difficult to determine the significance of therapist attributes on
those events. Hospital policies for weekend therapy staffing should be evaluated in light
of the high rate of non-treatment on Sunday. Future research should obtain data on
treating therapist for all instances of non-treatment.
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INTRODUCTION
There are known benefits for patients when physical therapists are involved in
the care of hospital inpatients.2,11,32,37,41,44,56,82 Patient’s length of stay in the hospital is
reduced if they receive physical therapy, particularly if their illness is critical and the
therapy begins early.12,18,41,47,48,51,52,66 Patient’s experience less frequent readmission to
the acute hospital when the have physical therapy during the original stay.83–85 Patients
also have less disability following discharge from the acute hospital when physical
therapy is part of their care. It is obvious that the benefits for hospital inpatients from
physical therapy can only be realized when treatment is actually provided.
The reasons for patients to not receive prescribed physical therapy are only
beginning to be explained.65 Patient attributes, such as the medical condition that led to
their hospitalization may explain some of the reason for non-treatment. External factors,
such as the day of the week on which therapy is scheduled, may also explain part of why
non-treatment occurs. Additionally, the attributes of the therapist attempting to provide
the treatment may also influence the non-treatment phenomenon.
In addition to patients missing out on beneficial therapy when non-treatment
occurs, the cost to the hospital and the entire health care system is increased. It takes
time for a physical therapist to attempt treatment of a patient whether that attempt results
in care or not.21 Paying physical therapists to attempt, but not provide treatment to
patients, has long-term effects on the health care costs of patients that must be cared for
longer and for conditions that may have been avoided.
The purpose of this study was to further explore the phenomenon of nontreatment through a survey of the treating therapists about their attributes, examining all
of the scheduled visits between therapists and patients, and modeling the attributes of
the encounter from the patient, therapist, and environment against the outcome of
treatment being provided or not.
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METHODS
Facility and Subjects
Data were collected retrospectively from the charting at a suburban hospital in
the Southwest United States. This was a 454-bed hospital with a physical therapy staff
consisting of 8 full-time and 16 per diem therapists, 2 full-time physical therapy
assistants (PTA), and 3 full-time aides. Weekday staffing typically required 6 PTs, 2
PTAs and 2 aides. Weekends saw a 20-35% reduction in therapist-hours; weekends
were also 70%-80% staffed by per diem therapists and 20%-30% regular full time
therapists that would then have a different day off during the week. The typical Medicare
patient had an average LOS of 4.3 days in this facility. From physical therapist
documentation, data were obtained on 1252 patients scheduled for 6246 sessions.
These patients aged from newborn to 99 years old with a mean age of 68.83 and SD
18.603. There were significantly fewer 45.2% (566) males than 54.8% (686) females (X2
11.502(1) p=0.001). Inclusion criteria were that patients be admitted to the hospital and
have at least two scheduled physical therapy as an inpatient; there were no exclusion
criteria. The University of Nevada, Las Vegas institutional review board, approved the
study.
The provision of physical therapy services at this hospital was directly organized
by a lead physical therapist. This therapist arrived before the others to organize and
allocate patients at the beginning of each day. Referrals for new patients came to the
physical therapy department through an electronic notification system from each nursing
unit. Each physical therapist was assigned approximately eight patients per day with a
mix of treatment and evaluation sessions. Once these morning assignments were made
each therapist decided how to organize and schedule their patients for the day. During
the day, new evaluations were given to the therapist working in the area of that patient.
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The department used a paper ‘card’ to track each patient. These cards were not
part of the medical record but were used for note taking throughout a patients stay.
Information on the front of the card included patient demographic and evaluation
information such as diagnosis and goals. The back of the card included brief notation of
the daily care provided to the patient. Therapists at the hospital were encouraged to
keep the cards updated to facilitate ease of communication between treating therapists,
but the formal medical record was always the ultimate location for information about
patient management and the cards did not contain all the information of the full medical
record.
Data Collection and Interpretation Procedures
The research team was composed of individuals that are not affiliated with the
hospital; one faculty member and three graduate students. These four individuals
performed all data extraction and analysis. The lead inpatient therapist at the hospital
was consulted for information about hospital process and procedure. The lead inpatient
therapist was not directly involved in data extraction, analysis, or manuscript preparation.
The hospital risk management department would not allow the research team
access to the formal medical record, but would allow access to the handwritten therapistgenerated cards, previously described. Data for this study were extracted from these
cards. In addition to descriptive statistics, regression modeling was performed with
scheduled session outcome (treated or not) as the dependent variable with several
independent variables described below.
Overall non-treatment rates were calculated by dividing the total number of visits
that did not result in treatment by the total number of scheduled treatment sessions. For
each patient, the plan of care may have included twice or three times daily scheduled
treatment. Occasionally the documentation did not clearly separate these different
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sessions occurring in a single day. When this occurred, and it was not clear what had
happened, the patient was not included for analysis.
The therapist-documented reason for each event of non-treatment was also
collected. If there was no reason for non-treatment specified, or no documentation when
a session was scheduled, the reason was coded as “Unknown.” “Refusal” was used
when it was clear the patient refused treatment for that encounter. In cases where
documentation indicated the patient refused treatment due to their condition, the failed
encounter was coded as “Medical condition” rather than “Refusal.” If a medical hold was
placed on a patient and documented, those encounters were also counted as “Medical
condition.” If a patient was noted to be unavailable due to additional testing or treatments
with other health care providers, the non-treatment event was categorized as
“Scheduling conflict.” “Insufficient staff” was used when either it was stated as such on
the record or when the therapist documentation indicated a high patient load or not
having enough time to see all patients. Other infrequently used categories were “Already
discharged” and “Patient death.”
Patient diagnosis was determined by the primary medical diagnosis. If multiple
diagnoses were listed, the diagnosis thought to most likely contribute to the patient’s
current condition was used. For example, a patient with a diagnosis of chest pain may
have been experiencing musculoskeletal or gastrointestinal symptoms rather than
cardiovascular.63 Such instances were coded after review of as much information from
the documentation as possible to obtain confidence by the research team. Any
diagnoses that could not be clearly classified with the charted information were classified
as “Other.”
Surveys were collected from all treating therapists that consented to participate in
the study. These surveys asked demographic questions as well as questions that might
relate to their non-treatment rate (see Appendix). The purpose for the study was
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described to the therapists by the primary investigator during a staff meeting at the
hospital and paper surveys were distributed and collected at the end of the meeting. The
lead inpatient therapist for the department attempted to collect surveys from any
therapists not present at the meeting. There were 15 therapists that participated in the
study, 7 men and 8 women; they were between 25 and 54 years old with an average
age of 38.1 years. The remaining results of the survey can be seen in the results.
Data Analysis
All data were analyzed using SPSS*. Descriptive statistics included rates of nontreatment for different tracked variables, calculated by dividing the number of nontreatment events and dividing by the total number of scheduled events. Generalized
Estimating Equations (GEE) were used to model treatment outcome (yes or no, binary
logistic model) for scheduled sessions. This is a statistical method for dealing with
repeated measurements of subjects followed longitudinally, without biasing the
parameters when the number of measurements for each subject is unequal.86–88 The
models employed an unstructured correlation matrix. The Factors were patient gender,
patient diagnosis, day of the week on which the session was scheduled and the
Covariate was patient age. All 4 independent variables were placed into the model for
main effects and the quasi-likelihood function was set to ‘kernel’. Two models were
created: one excluded a single patient that was scheduled for 113 therapy sessions and
the other excluded the 5 patients with more than 40 scheduled therapy sessions. Due to
the high number of non-treatment events by unknown therapists therapist variables were
not entered into the model. Finally, the first visit of a physical therapist with a patient in
this setting typically is not recorded until it is successful, so the instances of documented
non-treatment for a first session were rare and represented extreme cases. Because of

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
*

IBM SPSS Statistics for Macintosh, Version 22.0. Armonk, NY: IBM Corp.
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this, the first session in any patient’s episode of care was often excluded from analysis
or reported separately in the results for non-treatment.

RESULTS
The number of patients within each diagnosis group can be seen in Figure 6. The
categories with the most patients were Cardiovascular (244 19.5%) and Musculoskeletal
(249 19.9%) while Cancer (43 3.4%) and Renal (89 7.1%) had the least.

Figure 6. Number of patients within each diagnosis group.
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Patients had between 1 and 113 scheduled sessions. Session 23 is the last
session that had at least 10 scheduled encounters; session 27 is that last session with
more than 5 scheduled encounters. The 5 patients with 40 or more sessions were 3, 15,
253, 577, and 1085. Only one patient had more than 55 scheduled sessions; this was
patient 1085. The average number of scheduled sessions per patient was 6.01.
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Figure 7. Scheduled encounters by session number.
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The number of scheduled sessions for each day of the week can be seen in
Figure 8. Tuesday had the most scheduled sessions with 957 and Sunday had the least
scheduled sessions with 794. The number of scheduled sessions by day of the week
was not equal across days, X2=28.407, p<0.001

Figure 8. Number of scheduled sessions by day of the week.
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Therapist survey results
Results from the therapist survey can be seen in Tables 10 and 11. Two of the
therapists were African American, 6 Caucasian, and 7 Asian/Pacific Islander. Therapists
had 12.1 average years of experience overall, and 7.2 years of experience in the acute
hospital. Two of the therapists were physical therapy assistants and had associates
degrees; the remaining 13 therapists were licensed Physical Therapists, but 6 were
bachelors trained (BSPT), 2 were masters trained (MSPT), and 5 were doctorally (DPT)
prepared; despite the difference in education level, the survey question about how
prepared they felt to practice in this inpatient setting averaged 6.3/7 and the lowest
anyone scored themselves was 5/7. Additionally there was no association between
education and income, Spearman’s ρ 0.074, p=0.801. Just more than half (8) of the
therapists were full time employees and the remaining 7 worked as per diem employees,
this resulted in employees working an average of 30 hours per week.

Table 10. Physical therapist survey results (continuous variables).
N
Range
Mean
SD
Age
15
25-54
38.13
7.36
Experience
15
1-21
12.13
6.32
AC* experience
15
0.5-21
7.20
5.22
Hours worked
15
8-40
30.27
12.93
Units billed
15
4-40
29.07
9.39
Evaluations
13
0-18
12.69
5.55
Tech use
15
0-5
2.03
1.41
Preparedness
15
5-7
6.29
0.85
*AC – Acute Care; Experience in years; hours worked is per week, units billed is per
shift, evaluations is per week, tech use is hours per shift, preparedness is a 1-7 Likert
scale where 1 is no confidence and 7 is total confidence.
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Table 11. Physical therapist survey results (categorical variables).
Count
Percent
Gender
Male
7
46.7
Female
8
53.3
Race
African American
2
13.3
Caucasian
6
40.0
Asian/Pacific Islander
7
46.7
Income
$35k-$49k
2
13.3
$50k-$74k
5
33.3
$75k-$99k
6
40.0
$100k+
1
6.7
Terminal Degree
Associates
2
13.3
Bachelors
6
40.0
Masters
2
13.3
Doctorate
5
33.3
Employment Status
Full Time
8
53.3
Per Diem
7
46.7
Shift Start Time
6am
2
13.3
6:30am
2
13.3
7am
5
33.3
8am
2
13.3
8:30am
1
6.7
9am
1
6.7
Technician’s used
Yes
14
93.3
No
1
6.7
The 15 therapists that completed surveys provided 84.6% of the scheduled visits
in the sample; unknown therapists provided the remaining 15.4% of scheduled visits.
The number of scheduled sessions for the participating therapists ranged from 18 to 823
with a mean of 352.13 scheduled visits per therapist.
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Figure 9. Scheduled visits for each therapist.
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Non-treatment
Within the 6246 total scheduled sessions there were 995 instances of nontreatment representing 15.9%. Individual patient non-treatment rates ranged from 0% to
100%. The subject with the greatest number of scheduled sessions, subject 1085, had a
non-treatment rate of 36.3% and the 5 subjects that were scheduled for 40 or more
sessions had a combined non-treatment rate of 32.4%.
The non-treatment rate based on session number ranged from 1.3% on session
1 to 100% on several of the later sessions where only patient 1085 was seen. The
average non-treatment rate for sessions 2 through 23 (76.9% of all scheduled sessions)
was 19.1% (4801 scheduled sessions, 915 instances of non-treatment). For sessions
beyond 23, the average non-treatment rate was 32.4%.
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Figure 10. Frequency of session outcome; ‘yes’ for treatment and ‘no’ for non-treatment.
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Figure 11. Non-treatment rate by session number.
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For all sessions, the non-treatment rate of therapists ranged from 5.4% to 23.2%.
Among the 995 total instances of non-treatment, unknown therapists accounted for
31.6%; the next closest single therapist contributed 13.3% of non-treatment sessions.
Table 12 shows the non-treatment data by therapist for all sessions while Table 13
shows the same data when the first session is not included. The values were similar
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between these two tables, likely due to the small number of non-treatment events on
session 1.
Table 12. Therapist non-treatment event counts and rates.
Therapist

Total
Scheduled
Sessions

NonTreatment
Sessions

NonTreatment
Rate

Proportion
of all NonTreatment

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
Unknown

467
304
289
823
282
299
569
454
137
359
372
321
43
545
18
964

54
30
33
53
47
16
132
57
20
60
36
27
4
111
1
314

11.56%
9.87%
11.42%
6.44%
16.67%
5.35%
23.20%
12.56%
14.60%
16.71%
9.68%
8.41%
9.30%
20.37%
5.56%
32.57%

5.43%
3.02%
3.32%
5.33%
4.72%
1.61%
13.27%
5.73%
2.01%
6.03%
3.62%
2.71%
0.40%
11.16%
0.10%
31.56%
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Table 13. Non-treatment rate for therapists excluding session 1.
Total
NonNonProportion
Therapist Scheduled treatment Treatment
of all nonSessions
Sessions
Rate
treatment
1
326
53
16.26%
5.41%
2
196
30
15.31%
3.06%
3
246
33
13.41%
3.37%
4
649
52
8.01%
5.31%
5
263
46
17.49%
4.70%
6
217
16
7.37%
1.63%
7
473
132
27.91%
13.48%
8
357
57
15.97%
5.82%
9
87
18
20.69%
1.84%
10
346
60
17.34%
6.13%
11
296
36
12.16%
3.68%
12
241
26
10.79%
2.66%
13
33
4
12.12%
0.41%
14
446
105
23.54%
10.73%
15
15
1
6.67%
0.10%
Unknown
803
310
38.61%
31.66%

The therapist-documented reasons for non-treatment can be seen in Figure 12.
The category with the largest proportion (38.3%) of non-treatment events did not have a
documented reason followed by condition, refused, and staffing being the next three
largest categories.
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Figure 12. Therapist documented reason for non-treatment.
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There were large differences in the therapist-documented reasons for nontreatment events when comparing known and unknown therapists. Non-treatment by a
known therapist was more often attributed to patients’ refusal or patients’ condition than
it was for unknown therapists. Whereas, it was much more frequent for non-treatment
events by unknown therapists to be for unknown reasons or attributed to low staffing
than it was for known therapists (Figure 13).
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Figure 13. Therapist documented reason for non-treatment for known and unknown
therapists.
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All of the non-treatment rates for the diagnosis categories were nearly 20% or
more, except for musculoskeletal which was just over 10%. The non-treatment rate
based on diagnosis (excluding session 1) ranged from 10.8% for Musculoskeletal to
26.6% for Cancer (Figure 14). When separating non-treatment rates by diagnosis into
known and unknown therapists the rates were similar but not always exactly the same.
The largest differences in non-treatment rates occurred between patients with
musculoskeletal (unknown therapists higher) and other (known therapists higher)
diagnosis categories (Figure 15).
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Figure 14. The non-treatment rate based on diagnosis (excluding session 1).
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Figure 15. The proportion of non-treatment events, based on diagnosis, for known and
unknown therapists.
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The non-treatment rate based on day of the week (excluding session 1) ranged
from 12.9% on Tuesday to 33.9% on Sunday (Figure 16). Saturday and Sunday were
the only days that had a non-treatment rate of more than 20%; however, Friday was very
close at nearly 19.9%. There were large differences in the non-treatment rate when
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looking at sessions by known and unknown therapists. On most days, known therapists
had the higher non-treatment rate; however, Saturday and Sunday both had the reverse
pattern, with unknown therapists accounting for the majority of non-treatment events on
those days (Figure 17).

Figure 16. Non-treatment rate based on day of the week (excluding session 1).
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Figure 17. The proportion of non-treatment events, based on day of the week, for known
and unknown therapists.
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Modeling
Two models are presented in Table 14 and in both, participation in the scheduled
therapy session was the binary dependent variable and patient gender, patient
diagnosis, day of the week on which the session was scheduled, and patient age were
the predictors. Additionally, both models excluded the first scheduled session with any
patient. Model 1 included all patients except for patient 1085 and all scheduled patient
visits after the first. Model 2 included all patients except for patient’s 3, 15, 253, 577, and
1085 and all scheduled patient visits after the first.
Patient gender was associated with greater odds of non-treatment in Model 1 but
not Model 2. In Model 1 men had 33% greater odds of non-treatment compared to
women. Regarding patient diagnosis, in Model 1, the odds of non-treatment for someone
with a diagnosis other than musculoskeletal were always significantly higher than that of
a patient with a musculoskeletal diagnosis. The worst case was for patients with a
gastrointestinal diagnosis; these patients had 3.4 times the odds of experiencing nontreatment when compared to patients with a musculoskeletal diagnosis. In Model 2 the
same was true for all diagnoses except for renal; patients with renal diagnoses were not
significantly more likely than patients with musculoskeletal diagnosis to experience nontreatment.
Considering the day of the week on which therapy was scheduled, in Model 1
patients scheduled for therapy on Friday or Sunday had significantly greater odds of
non-treatment than a patient scheduled for therapy on Tuesday. In fact, patients
scheduled for therapy on Sunday had nearly 3 times the odds of non-treatment
compared to people scheduled for therapy on Tuesday. In Model 2 all days, except for
Thursday, had greater odds of non-treatment than did Tuesday. Again, Sunday was the
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day on which non-treatment was most likely to occur, the odds being over 3.3 times that
of the odds for non-treatment on Tuesday.

Table 14. Multivariate models using Generalized Estimating Equations.
Model 1
Model 2
Sig.
Exp(B)
95% CI
Sig.
Exp(B)
95% CI
Gender
Male 0.01
1.33
1.06-1.67
0.31
1.12
0.90-1.39
Female
Reference
Diagnosis
Cardiovascular
Pulmonary
Neurological
Gastrointestinal
Cancer
Renal
Other
Musculoskeletal

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

2.39
2.69
2.18
3.35
2.92
2.46
1.89

Day of Week
Sunday
Monday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday
Tuesday

0.00
0.59
0.54
0.52
0.00
0.41

2.93
0.72
1.17
1.10
1.78
1.26

1.62-3.54
0.00
1.77-4.09
0.00
1.38-3.45
0.00
1.92-5.85
0.00
1.73-4.94
0.00
1.53-3.95
0.63
1.24-2.87
0.00
Reference

2.29
2.65
2.14
2.50
2.80
1.16
1.91

1.55-3.38
1.76-3.99
1.36-3.36
1.68-3.71
1.55-5.08
0.64-2.12
1.26-2.90

2.21-3.90
0.00
3.32
2.47-4.47
0.22-2.35
0.03
1.42
1.04-1.93
0.71-1.93
0.00
1.66
1.23-2.22
0.82-1.47
0.10
1.31
0.95-1.79
1.29-2.46
0.01
1.60
1.15-2.21
0.73-2.18
0.00
1.71
1.24-2.36
Reference
Age
0.01
0.99
0.99-1.00
0.29
1.00
0.99-1.00
QIC*
4749.702
QIC*
4482.585
QICC*
4663.638
QICC*
4458.265
Model 1 – Excluding subject #1085 and session #1
Model 2 – Excluding subject #’s 3, 15, 253, 577, 1085 and session #1
*Quasi Likelihood under Independence Model Criterion
*Corrected Quasi Likelihood under Independence Model Criterion
DISCUSSION
The purpose of this study was to further explore the phenomenon of nontreatment by examining all scheduled visits between therapists and patients whereas
only the second session had been previously studied. This study also included a survey
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of treating therapists to examine their attributes for potential contribution to the nontreatment phenomenon.
As was previously suspected, the non-treatment rate for the first documented
session between a therapist and patient was very different than the other scheduled
visits. The non-treatment rate of the first scheduled session in this study was less than
2% while the rate on sessions 2-20 ranged from 14.5% to 34%. It did appear that the
non-treatment rate was increasing from sessions 2-15 and then became extremely
variable thereafter. This is likely due to the diminishing number of scheduled sessions
with patients beyond 15. Session number can be seen as a proxy for hospital length of
stay (LOS), which in this study was not available. When LOS was added as a variable in
the model it did show that non-treatment was significantly less likely in visits 2-23 than it
was for sessions beyond 23. The small sample of subjects included in the data with
more than 23 sessions made confidence in this result weak and so it was not included in
the final models.
In previously published reports of non-treatment rates there was no attempt to
describe the rate as it varied between sessions and must have included the first
scheduled session.21,65 It is possible that patients who need to be in the hospital for
longer than an average LOS are too ill for therapy more often than patients with shorter
stays. It is also possible that the patients with longer stays are approached with less
urgency for therapy participation than patients with shorter stays. More research is
needed to examine this relationship.
Patients with musculoskeletal diagnosis had the lowest non-treatment rate in this
study. In these data, the odds for patients with diagnosis other than musculoskeletal to
experience non-treatment when compared to patients with a musculoskeletal diagnosis
were significantly influenced by a small number of patients. Patients with unusually long
hospitalization can clearly have a strong influence on data analysis of this type.
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Hospitals that specialize in the treatment of other conditions like stroke centers or
oncology centers may see very different results than were seen in this general suburban
community hospital.
In this study, Sunday was a particularly problematic day when it comes to nontreatment. Not only was the non-treatment rate much higher than other days, but also
the vast majority of the non-treatment events could not be attributed to a specific
therapist. This hospital, like many, hires its regular full-time therapists to primarily work
Monday through Friday. Weekend coverage is managed by hiring part time or per diem
therapists for most of the weekend work and filling in with regular full-time therapists that
then have a different day off during the week. At this hospital Sunday’s are staffed by
70%-80% per diem therapists and it would appear that they account for most of the nontreatment events on Sunday and most of the ‘unknown’ therapists; however, it is not
known how often full-time therapists neglected to document their association with a nontreatment event. For this reason including any of the therapist variables in the modeling
could not be done with confidence. Access to the full medical record would have allowed
the research team to know which therapists attempted care in all cases.
A simple solution to the difficulty associated with staffing physical therapists on
Sunday would be to reduce the number of patients put on the Sunday schedule. The
physical therapist is the health care provider deciding how many therapy sessions a
patient needs per week. Establishing a plan of care for 5 or 6 days per week could
eliminate the issue with staffing and non-treatment on Sunday. This solution is not
recommended for 2 reasons. First, the addition of weekend physical therapy has been
shown to provide benefits in functional outcomes, discharge destination, LOS, and
prevention of secondary complications.34,47,53,54,56 Second, early intervention for patients
with critical illness or patients in critical care units has been shown to reduce LOS in the
critical care units and prevent secondary complications.33,35,42,58,84,89,90 For these reasons
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other solutions to the weekend staffing and non-treatment phenomenon should be
sought.
The potential and expected impact of physical therapist characteristics on nontreatment events could not be fully explored in this study. The therapist surveys did
provide an interesting portrait of the clinicians providing care at this hospital; however,
the missing therapist documentation for such a large proportion of non-treatment events
did not allow for the association between these therapist variables and non-treatment to
be calculated. Future research should seek data sets that capture all therapists
associated with non-treatment events. The results of this study are also limited by data
coming from only one hospital. Despite a large sample size over several months of time
these data can only be used to explain non-treatment at similar hospitals. Future
research at hospitals of different scope and purpose need to be investigated.

CONCLUSIONS
Non-treatment of hospital inpatients for scheduled physical therapy is
problematic for patients, hospitals, and the health care system. The rate of nontreatment subsequent to the first scheduled session may be more than 30% higher than
rates that include the first visit. Patient diagnosis may play a role in the frequency of nontreatment events. Weekend days, particularly if staffing is different from weekdays, are
especially prone to non-treatment. The known benefits of early and ongoing physical
therapy should support future research to understand and reduce the phenomenon of
non-treatment.
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CHAPTER 5
SUMMARY, SIGNIFICANCE, AND FUTURE STUDIES

It would seem that scheduled physical therapy sessions for hospital inpatients
would always occur. The patients are staying in the hospital, the physician and physical
therapist have agreed that therapy is needed and the outpatient issues of appointment
cancellation or not showing for appointments do not exist. Limited published evidence
exists beyond that presented in this dissertation that, in fact, scheduled physical therapy
in the acute hospital regularly results in non-treatment.21,65 The occurrence of scheduled
therapy sessions that result in non-treatment varies widely by patient, therapist, or
calendar but averages at least 1 in 5.
In this dissertation, it can be seen that the therapist-documented reason for nontreatment may not be the best explanation for why scheduled therapy sessions result in
non-treatment. In chapter 2 it was reported that therapists were asked to reduce nontreatment due to patients refusing to participate. It was certainly anticipated that some of
those sessions would then result in treatment being provided by a more encouraging,
persuasive therapist; however, the non-treatment was simply recategorized to avoid
what had become an undesirable explanation.
Acute hospital inpatients do not go to the hospital to receive physical therapy.
They all have other medical needs requiring that level and type of care. Sometimes
those medical needs are due to very serious, life threatening, illness or injury. It is
reasonable that occasionally such patients would not be physically able, or medically
appropriate, to engage in exercise. In this dissertation the patients medical condition was
not only a common therapist documented reason for non-treatment, it was also
independently predictive of non-treatment in statistical models. However, a growing body
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of evidence indicates that even this should rarely be a reason to eliminate the skillful
provision of therapist led exercise and activity.42,83,91
Staffing and scheduling of therapists to provide the 7-day-a-week coverage that
is required in the acute hospital is an ongoing challenge, but one with known
benefits.34,54,92–94 Wage and labor laws in the US prevent therapists from working at their
place of primary employment for more than 40 hours per week without being paid
overtime wages. In order to control wage costs, most hospitals instead use part time or
per diem therapists to cover these hours. Some hospitals have their therapists work nontraditional workweeks to provide weekend coverage including 7-days on followed by 7days off. It is not known from the data in this dissertation, the cause for the increased
non-treatment rate on certain days, particularly Sunday. Two hospital policies likely
contribute; first, the hours worked by all therapists combined is less than other days;
second, most of the therapists are per diem employees that work full time somewhere
else and come to the hospital on weekends for extra money.
Comparisons between hospitals with traditional staffing models like the ones in
this dissertation, with those who provide therapy at more consistent levels and with more
consistent therapists on all days, would provide valuable insight into the importance of
staffing on non-treatment. One study showed no differences between the day of the
week on which a patient was admitted and the number of days between admission and a
first session with a physical therapist. In that same study however, postponed or
canceled sessions were significantly associated with the number of days from admission
to the first session with a physical therapist and, comorbidities increased the time it took
for patients to be treated by a physical therapist.17 Most of the acute care hospitals in the
Intermountain Health Care (IHC) system of Utah have a 7-day on 7-day off staffing
model for their therapists. Efforts to involve them in this research are ongoing.
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The verbal and non-verbal communication of the therapist when approaching a
patient for scheduled therapy sessions is an area of likely influence on participation, but
has not been explored or described. Qualitative research studies that involved listening
and watching therapists attempt to initiate a therapy session would provide valuable
insight into aspects of the non-treatment phenomenon difficult to capture with
quantitative measures. Personality is of the therapist and how that interacts with the
patient is also a potential effector of non-treatment. Personality types among physical
therapists have been reported, but not recently, and not as they relate to non-treatment
in the acute hospital.95–99
This dissertation is strengthened by the large data sets for the three studies. The
values described for non-treatment in all chapters along with the odds of non-treatment
presented in chapters 3 and 4 can be interpreted with confidence. All three of these
studies, however, came from limited access to all of the variables of interest. In chapter
2 the data did not have the detail to allow for evaluation of individual patients or
therapists. It was clear that one patient and one therapist were represented by each
encounter but how many therapists and how many patients contributed to those
encounters was not. Additionally, in the data for chapters 3 and 4 the therapist for any
scheduled encounter with a patient was often not identified when the scheduled session
resulted in non-treatment. Data from surveyed therapists does offer other hospitals the
ability to compare their staff, but could not be associated with the proportion of nontreatment.
There are public health policies that can be considered based on the results of
these studies. Most physical therapists entered the profession with the desire to help
people recover from disability and illness; they also expect to be compensated for this
work. Most hospitals pay their physical therapists for the number of hours they spend at
the hospital. This financial incentive distances the therapist from their initial motivation to
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help people; the therapist is paid for treatment and non-treatment time the same.
Coupling remuneration to the physical therapist with treatment but not non-treatment
would help to reestablish the connection between the financial motivation and the desire
to help people, since that help cannot be provided through non-treatment.
The current reimbursement model in acute care hospitals is one in which the
payer provides the hospital a fixed amount for a patient stay based on the admitting
diagnosis of the patient and not on the care the is required. It is then left to the hospital
to manage that money to both optimize care for patients and maintain profitability.
Hospital allocation of more resources to attract physical therapists to provide treatment
on weekends would likely be a good investment.47,51–54,56,94 Additionally, hospitals could
offer physical therapists a financial incentive for providing treatment on weekend days
which would not be available for non-treatment or on other days.
Productivity measurement for physical therapy clinicians in the acute hospital has
traditionally been a calculation of hours spent in direct patient care divided by hours
worked. At the same time this has not been directly tied to reimbursement of the treating
clinician. While I have suggested that this may be a solution for the non-treatment
observed on Sundays in this dissertation there are concerns with this type of measure
and incentive. The quality of the therapy is not addressed and the incentive for false
billing is enhanced. Currently the Acute Care Section of the American Physical Therapy
Association has a task force working on a productivity measure based on value. Value in
health care can be thought of in terms of the benefit to the patient, or the outcome,
divided by the cost of providing that care.
Another public health opportunity that can come from this work is direct patient
education. Materials given to patients when admitted to an acute hospital explaining the
benefits of physical therapy and their rights to access those services, regardless of their
diagnosis or day of the week, could also significantly contribute to the appropriate
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provision of services to all patients on all days of the week. When patients, and families
or caregivers of patients, advocate for their healthcare needs those needs are often
better addressed.
Education materials should describe what physical therapy services are, as
misconceptions exist about what physical therapy is and where it is provided. Materials
could also generally explain why physical therapy may be helpful for people in the acute
hospital. Patients and families could then be encouraged to ask their doctor if physical
therapy is appropriate for them during their hospitalization and if therapy on the
weekends would also be appropriate.
In conclusion, this dissertation provides evidence that non-treatment occurs
frequently among patients that have been previously identified as needing physical
therapy services. There is strong evidence that patient diagnosis, staffing, and
scheduling effect the frequency with which non-treatment occurs. There is also evidence
that different therapists, even with similar patients and schedules, have very different
proportions of non-treatment. More work is needed to understand the role of the
individual therapist on non-treatment and to develop strategies to reduce non-treatment
of patients by physical therapists in the acute hospital.
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APPENDIX
Therapist Survey
Name:_________________________________Age:__________ Gender:________
Ethnicity (circle one): Hispanic
Race (circle one):
White

Not Hispanic

American Indian

Asian/Pacific Islander African American

Income (circle one): 0-$34,999 $35,000-$49,999
$99,999 $100,000+

$50,000-$74,999

$75,000-

1.
How many years experience do you have as a physical therapist?
______________
2.

What is your terminal clinical degree? (circle one) Bachelors, Masters, or DPT

For the next set of questions answer only regarding acute care employment
3.
What is your current employment status (ie., FT, PT, PRN . . .)
_________________
4.
How long have you worked in this setting? Years _____ / Months
_______________
5.
How many hours do you work in the course of an average workweek?
___________
6.
What is the average length of your shift?
__________________________________
7.
What time(s) of day do you typically work?
_________________________________
8.
On average how many PT units do you bill per shift?
_________________________
9.
How many evaluations do you perform in an average week?
___________________
10.

Do you have access to PT Techs? Yes

No

11.
If so, how many hours per day do you work with a Tech?
_____________________
12.
What types of tasks do your techs perform?
___________________________________________________________________
13.
Does your current health limit you in any way from performing your work as a
therapist? (circle one) Yes
No
14.
If yes how?
_________________________________________________________
15.
How well do you feel your entry-level education prepared you for a job in acute
care? (where 1 is not at all prepared and 7 is very prepared)
1

2

3

4

5

6

7
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The work presented in chapter 2 of this dissertation is used with copyright permission:
Young DL, Arata R, Enerson M, Johnson C. Rates and Reasons for patient nonparticipation in physical therapy in the acute care setting. PTJ-PAL. 2011; 11(3): J10-J18
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The work presented in chapter 3 of this dissertation is used with copyright permission:
JACPT: Volume 5 - Issue 3, www.jacpt.com, Wolters Kluwer Health Lippincott Williams
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